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Life has changed. Get ready for the worst jelly fight ever. Jelly Brawl takes you on
a new kind of battle as you grapple with jelly on the slippery and dangerous sides of
the stage. Blast your opponent with lightning to knock them off the stage! The faster
you get points, the better your chance of surviving. * Features * Stick to the stage
Jelly Brawl offers friendly controls that make it easy to get to a peak performance
without the hassle of holding the sticks and buttons. Tapping lightly is all you need
to survive the steep and bumpy terrain. Fast and furious Fend off swarms of jelly and
try to time your taps to a new level of precision. Be careful not to miss your chance
and your jelly friend will bounce into that deadly acid pit. Power up your attacks

Throw multiple jellies into the fray, but don't over do it. If you become overloaded,
you'll be in need of a quick rest. Use the lightning to attack or rest and watch your
jelly friend dry up. KEYBOARD CONTROL OPTION The keyboard control option allows you

to play without a gamepad. The keys are mapped to
X,Y,B,L,R,Up,Down,Left,Right,A,S,Start,Select,Z and BACKSPACE. *3 Modes of Play *

Survival: Get points by jiggling your jelly on the stage. Race: Get points by
surviving the longest in the time limit. Collect Game: Knock your opponents off the
stage while collecting coins. * Modes of Play * Survival: Survive through the biggest
and toughest arenas with the coolest boss fights. Survive until your opponent drops.
Race: Earn the most points in the time limit. Collect Game: Knock your opponents off

the stage while collecting coins. * About Jelly Brawl * Jelly Brawl is a comedy
sticky jumper game where you gotta jiggle, flop, and pop your way to the top. With
simple point and go controls, it’s easy to pick up but hard to master. Without quick

reactions and well timed taps, it’s easy to lose control of the slick jelly.
*Official Content / Characters: * Nosebleed on the stage Pretty Creepy on the stage
Defender of the Galaxy on the stage Impostor Zombi on the stage Coach Coach on the

stage Glazing on the stage Blaster on the stage Un
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Features Key:
Two Players - Two players go head-to-head to sink the most jelly.
Simple Controls - Completely responsive controls for easy play.

Mind-Blowing Visuals - Crazy spinning, wobbling and jiggling while tapping waves.
Exciting Game Modes - Hoon-Hoon and Survive!

Game in Action
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About Jelly Brawl

Jelly Brawl is a game where two players try to sink the most jelly in short time. The jiggling jelly roll has
come to you!

Simple controls make it easy to play. You just tap where you think the jelly is moving to try and sink it. Your
opponent also taps the jelly spots, so you are in for a fair game!

Fun factor High
Graphics Medium
Music Intense
Gameplay Quality B+

What's New

Bug Fixes
Update support for Apple TV 2 (4th gen.)
When you hit a Jelly can slide an odd distance when breaking through a bubble.

Please see the User Guide for more help. Apologies for any inconvenience!

Issues: 

4 new Issues
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